
 

Summer 
1  

Year 3/4  
Lesson 1. Cricket: 
Catching  

Key words: Control. Catch. Accuracy. Consistency. Attack. Defend. Space. Direction. Low. High. Communicate. Team mate.  
Hand Eye Coordination: The ability of the eyes to guide the hands in movements (‘to catch the ball you need good hand eye co-ordination’). 

Learning Intention 
To develop catching control  
 

Success Criteria  
I can explain why we need to warm up. 
I can catch with control and co-ordination. 
I can perform catching skills with some success of consistency, confidence & control 
I can use both my stronger and weaker hand to catch  
I can use catching skills in a game situation. 
 

SEND: See activities shown on bank of games resource.  
EAL: Pair children up with a buddy. Model the skills and 
techniques to be used in the lesson. Be explicit and talk 
about what you are doing and why. Use visual clues and 
pictures to help make the meaning clear. 
Resources:  
30x Cones.  Enough bibs for 4 teams, 1 tennis ball per 
pair. (space to play) 

Intro/ Starter/ Warm up: Share LI with children and explain that today we will be focusing on our catching. Ask children to 

discuss what Hand-eye co-ordination means? Use talk partners.  Play warm up game Wicket ball (see page 11 in bank of games). 
This game will give children an opportunity to explore effective ways of catching the ball. Stop regularly to ask key questions and 
praise children meeting SC.   

AFL  
 By observation against learning outcomes 

Have they met them? Are they exceeding them or are 
they almost meeting them? 
 

 Using desired outcomes for year group: See 
assessment on page 2 of Medium term plan.  
 

 Differentiate by task and outcome. Keep eye out for 
how students are working to ensure they are working 
to their abilities and for progression.  
 

 *NC link: play competitive games apply basic 
principles suitable for attacking and defending. 

 
MA- move apart a step (catch with one hand). LA move closer. 

Mini Plenary: Discuss with students the different ways to catch the ball. Use Wicket ball KQ Pick MA to demo with; get children to 

count how many throws/catches you make without dropping the ball. How might we beat our score? 

Main Learning Episodes: Activity 1 Understanding: Passing in pairs. This activity will give children the opportunity to 

challenge and improve their catching control by working with a partner. Give this command:  ‘Find a partner, find a space and I’ll 
give you a ball.’ Ask children to stand opposite a partner inside the area and throw and catch as many times as possible. Each pair 
needs one ball. Stop them regularly and ask KQ’s to ensure they are meeting SC. Possible progression: Add competition: How many 
passes in 30s,20s. Catch with one hand. Throw with weaker hand.  

Mini Plenary: How might you prepare to catch the ball? How do you know your partner is ready? Discuss how you will use 

communication to show that you are ready to catch the ball. Hands ready, watching partner and the ball, finding space.  

Activity 2 Application: Back into wicket ball (page 11 in bank of games). Can you apply what you have learnt to the game we 

just played, how might we catch the ball? How do we know if we are successful? Stop regularly to ask key questions. How might it 
be more difficult catching in the game? Ensure the pupils have sufficient space to work and they are following the rules. Encourage 
good catching and recap key notes on page 11 with those who struggle. Use successful children for demonstrations. 

Final Plenary Select player(s) that are showing success to demonstrate to the class. Children to peer assess using key questions Use talk partners: Are the skills being performed 
competently? Are they using both their stronger and weaker hands to catch? Are they in control? How might we tell if they are using control, co-ordination and meeting the LI? 
What are the strengths and areas to improve? Self-assess against the LI and dismiss.  
*NC link: compare their performances with previous ones and demonstrate improvement to achieve their personal best.                                                                                                                                                                                         

Outcomes 
 
(For teacher 
assessment) 

 
I can catch with control and co-ordination. 
I can perform catching skills with some success of consistency, confidence & control 
I can use both my stronger and weaker hand to catch 
 I can use catching skills in a game situation. 
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